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Medalists in the ice hockey world championships 1993-2007

Year

Gold

Silver

Bronze

1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007

Russia

Sweden
Finland

Czech Republic
Sweden

Finland
Czech Republic

Sweden

Canada

Canada
United States

Canada
Sweden
Czech Repllblic
Czech Republic
Czech Republic
Slovakia
Canada
Canada
Czech Republic

Sweden
Finland
Finland

Czech Rep ub lic
Czech Republic
Sweden

Slovakia
Finland
Russia
Sweden
Sweden
Canada
Czech Republic

Finland
Sweden
Sweden
Slovakia
United States

Canada

Sweden
Canada

Finland

Russia
Finland
Russia

'.1 Introduction
What is the probability that Sweden will win next year's world championships
in ice hockey? If you're a hockey fan, you probably already have a good idea,
but even if you couldn't care less about the game, a quick perusal of the world
championship medalists for the last 15 years (Table 7.1) would allow you to make
an educated guess. Clearly, Sweden is one of only a small nwnber of teams that
compete successfully for the medals. Let's assume that all seven medalists the last
15 years have the same chance of winning, and that the probability of an outsider
winning is negligible. Then the odds of Sweden winning would be 1:7 or 0.14. We
can also calculate the frequency of Swedish victories in the past. Two gold medals in
15 years would give us the number 2: 15 or 0.13, very close to the previous estimate.
The exact probability is difficult to determine but most people would probably
agree that it is likely to be in the vicinity of these estimates.
YOll can lise this information to make sensible decisions. If somebody offered yOll
to bet on Sweden winning the world championships at the odds I: 10, for instance.
you might not be interested because the return on the bet would be close to your
estimate of the probability. However, if you were offered the odds 1: 100, you might
be tempted to go for it, wouldn't you?
As the available information changes, you are likely to change your assessment
of the probabilities. Let's assume, for instance, that the Swedish team made it to
The Phylogclll..'tic Hatlfibook: (1 Practical Approach to Phylogellctif Analysis and Hypothesis Testing,
Philippe Lerney, Marco Salemi. and Anne-Mieke Vandamme (ed~.). Published by Cambridge
University Press. rfi) Cambridge University Press 2009.
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the finals. Now you would probably consider the chance of a Swedish victory to
be much higher than your initial guess, perhaps close to 0.5 . If Sweden lost in the
semifinals, however, the chance of a Swedish victory would be gone; the probability
would be O.
This wayof reasoning about probabilities and updating them as new information
becomes available is intuitively appealing to most people and it is clearly related to
rational behavior. It also happens to exemplify the Bayesian approach to science.
Bayesian inference is just a mathematical formalization of a decision process that
most of us use without reflecting on it; it is nothing more than a probability analysIs.
In that sense, Bayesian inference is much simpler than classical statistical methods,
which rely on sampling theory, asymptotic behavior, statistical significance, and
other esoteric concepts.
The first mathematical formulation of the Bayesian approach is attributed to
Thomas Bayes (c. 1702-1761), a British mathematician and Presbyterian minister.
He studied logic and theology at the University of Edinburgh; as a Non-Conformist,
Oxford and Cambridge were closed to him . The only scientific work he publtshed
during his lifetime was a defense of Isaac Newton's calculus against a contemporaneous critic (illtrodllctioll to the Doctrine of Fluxions, published anonymously til
1736), which apparently got him elected as a Fellow of the Royal Society in 1742.
However, it is his solution to a problem in so-called inverse probability that made
him famous. It was published posthnmously in 1764 by his friend Richard Price in
the Essay Towards Solving tl Problem in the Doctrine of Chances.
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AssLllle we have an urn with a large number of balls, some of which are white
and some of which are black. Given that we know the proportion of white baUs ,
what is the probability of drawing, say, five white and five black balls in ten draws?
This is a problem in forward probability. Thomas Bayes solved an example of the
converse of such problems. Given a particular sample of wrute and black balls,
what can we say about the proportion of white balls in the urn? This is the type of
question we need to answer in Bayesian inference.
Let's assume that the proportion of white balls in the urn is p. The probability of
drawing a white ball is then p and the probability of drawing a black baU is I - p.
The probability of obtaining, say, two white balls and one black ball in three draws
would be
Pr(2white, lblack lp) = p x p x (1- p) x

G)

(7.1 )

The vertical bar indicates a condition; in this case we are interested in the
probability of a particular outcome given (or conditional) on a particular value of
p. It is easy to forget the last factor (3 choose 2), which is the number of ways in
which we can obtain the given outcome. Two white balls and one black ball can
be the result of drawing the black ball in the first, second or third draw. That is,
there are three ways of obtaining the outcome of interest, 3 choose 2 (or 3 choose
I if we focus on the choice of the black ball; the result is the same). Generally,
the probability of obtaining a white balls and b black balls is determined by the
function

1 (0, blp)

= pO(!

- p) b ( a +
a

b)

(7.2)

which is the probability mass function (Box 7.1) of the so-called binomial distribution. This is the solution to the problem in forward probabiliry, when we know
the value of p. Bayesians often, somewhat inappropriately, refer to the forward
probability function as the likelihood function.
But given that we have a sample of a white balls and b black balls, what is the
probability of a particular value of p? This is the reverse probability problem, where
we are trying to find the fUllction I(pla, b) instead of the h.ulCtion I(a. bp). It
turns out that it is impossible to derive this function without specifying our prior
beliefs about the value of p. This is done inlhe form ofa probability distribution on
the possible values of p (Box 7. I), the prior probability distribution or just prior
ill everyday Bayesian jargon. If there is no previous information about the value
of p, we might associate all possible values with the same probability, a so-called
uniform probability distributioll (Box 7.1).
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Box 7.1 Probabil ity distri butions
A function describing the probability of a discrete random variable is called a probability
mass fu llctioll. For instance, this is the probability mass function for throwing a dice, an
example of a discrete uniform distrilJutioll:
0 2S~--------~

II I III

I:;

II I, II II I

I

For a continuous variable, the equivalent function is a p robability de/lSity f "l/ctioll.
The value of this function is not a probability, so it can sometimes be larger than one.
Probabilities are obtained by integrating the density function over a specified interval,
giving the probability of obtaining a value in that interval. For instance, a COl/til/flOIlS
,miform distributioll on the interval (0,2) has this probability density function:

Most prior probability distributions used in Bayesian phylogenetics are uniform,
exponential, gamma, beta or Dirichlet distributions. Uniform distributions are often
used to express the lack of pr ior infonllation for parameters that have a uniform effect
on the likelihood in the absence of data. For instance, the discrete uniform distribution
is typically used for the topology parameter. In conlrast, the likelihood is a negative
exponential function of the branch lengths, and therefore the exponential distrib"tion is
a better choice for a vague prior on branch lengths. The exponential distribution has the
density function [(xl = I.e- Ax, where A is known as the rate parameter. The ell:pectation
(mean) of the exponential distribution is 1/ 1..

Expl05)

o IL -_ _

- I

~ _--=::~=-_..J

The gamma distribution has two parameters. the shape parameter 01 and the scale
parameter fl. At small vltlucs of 01, the distribution is L-shapcd and the variance is large;
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(cant.)

Box 7. 1 (cant)

at high values it is similar to a normal distribution and the variance is low. If there is
considerable uncertainty concerning the shape of the prior probabili!}' distribution, the
gamma may be a good choice; an example is the rate variation across sites. Tn thcl'>c cases,
the value of Ci can be associated with a uniform or an exponential prior (al.;o known as
a IIyperpriorsince it is a prior 011 a parameter ofa prior), so that the Melvie procedure
can explore different shapes of the gamma distribution and weight each according to
its posterior probability. The sum of exponentially distributed variables is also a gamma
distribution. Therefore, the gamma is an appropriate choice for the prior on the tree
height of clock trees, which is the sum of several presumably e>q}(lIlentially distributed
branch lengths.

Assume that we toss a coin to determine the probability p of obtaining heads. If we associate p and I - P with a flat beta prior, we can show that the posterior is a beta distribution
where Ci, - I is tbe number of heads and Ci, - 1 is the number of tails. Thus, the weights
roughly correspond to counts. If we started with a nat Dirichlet distribution and analyzed
a set of DNA sequences with the composition 40 A, 50 e, 30 G, and 60 T, we might expect
a posterior for the stationary state frequencies around Dirichlet( 41, 51, 31. 61) if it were
not for the other parameters in the model and the blurring effect resulting from looking
back in time. Wikipedia (http://www.wikipeclia.org) is an excellent source for additional
information on common statistical distributions.

Thomas Bayes realized that the probability of a particular value of p, given
some sample (a, b) of white and black balls, can be obtained using the probab ility
function

f(pla, b)

3

The ueta and Dirichlet distributions are used tor parameters describing proportions of
a whole, so called simplex parameters. Examples IIlciude tbe stationary state frequencies
that appear in the instantaneous ratc matrix of the substitution model. The exchangeability or rate parameters of the substitution model can also be understood as proportions of
the total exchange rate (given the stationary state frequencies). Another example is the pro·
portion of invariable and variable sites in the invariable sites model. Tbe beta distrib ution,
denoted Beta{CiI, "")' describes tbe probability on two proportions, which arc associated
with the weight parameters CiI > 0 and Ci2 > O. The Dirichlet distribution is equivalent
except that there are more than two proportions and associated weight parameters.
A Beta(1. 1) distribution, also known as a flat beta, is equivalent to a uniform distribution on tbe interval (O,t). When Cil = Ci, > I, the distribution is symmetric and
empbasizes equal proportions, the more so the bigber the weights. V\~,en Ci, = Ci, < I,
tbe distribution puts more probability on extreme proportions than on equal proportions.
Finally, if tbe weights are different, the beta is skewed towards the proportion defined by
theweigbts; the expectation oftbe beta iSCI /(Ci + fJ) and the mode is (Ci - 1 )/(u + f3 - 2)
lor Ci > I and fJ > I.
BetalO.5,O.51

/

Bl.'taOO,10}

Beutl's)
Bel .. 111)

I

=

f(p)f(a, blp)
f(a, b)

(7.3)

This is known as Bayes' theorem or Bayes' rule. The function f(pla, b) is called
the posterior probability distribution, or simply the posterior, because it specifies
the probability of all values of p after the prior has been updated with the available
data.
We saw above how we can calculate f(a, bl p), and how we can specify f( p). How
do we calculate the probability f(a, b)? This is the unconditional probability of
obtaining the outcome (a, b) so it must take all possible values of p into account.
The solution is to integrate over aU possible values of p, weighting each value
according to its prior probability:

f(a,b)= [f(p)f(a,bIP)dP

(7.4)

We can now see that the denominator is a normalizing constant.]t simplyensures
that the posterior probability distribution integrates to 1, the basic requirement of
a proper probability distribution.
A Bayesian problem that occupied several early workers was an analog to the
following. Given a particular sample of balls, what is the probability that p is larger
than a specified value? To solve it analytically, they needed to deal with complex
integrals, Bayes made some progress in his Essay; more important contributions
were made later by Laplace, who, among other things, used Bayesian reasoning
and novel integration methods to show beyond any reasonable doubt that the
probability of a newborn being a boy is higher than 0.5. However, the analytical
complexity of most Bayesian problems remained a serious problem for a long time
and it is only in the last few decades that the approach has become popular due to
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---the combination of efficient numerical methods and the widespread availability of
fast computers.

7.2 Bayesian phylogenetic inference
How does Bayesian reasoning apply to phylogenetic inference? Assume we are
interested in the relationships between man, gorilla, and chimpanzee. In the standard case, we need an additional species to root the tree, and the orangutan would
be appropriate here. There are three possible ways of arranging these species in a
phylogenetic tree: the chimpanzee is our closest relative, dle gorilla is our closest
relative, or the chimpanzee and the gorilla are each other's closest relatives (Fig. 7.1).

~
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Before the analysis starts, we need to specify our prior beliefs about the relationships. In the absence of background data, a simple solution would be to assign
equal probability to the possible trees. Since there are three trees, the probability of
each would be one-third. Such a prior probability distribution is known as a vaglle
or uninformative prior because it is appropriate for the situation when we do not
have any prior knowledge or do not want to build OUI analysis on any previous
results.
To update the prior we need some data, typically in the form of a molecular
sequence alignment, and a stochastic model of the process generating the data on
the tree. In principle, Bayes' rule is then used to obtain the posterior probability
distribution (Fig. 7.l), which is the result of the analysis. The posterior specifies
the probability of each tree given the model, the prior, and the data. When the data
are informative, most of the posterior probability is typically concentrated on one
tree (or a small subset of trees in a large tree space) .
If the analysis is performed correctly, there is nothing controversial about the
posterior probabilities. Nevertheless, the interpretation of them is often subject to
considerable discussion, particularly in the light of alternative models and priors.
To describe the analysis mathematically, designate the matrix: of aligned
sequences X. The vector of model parameters is contained in 0 (we do not distinguish in our notation between vector parameters and scalar parameters). In the
ideal case, this vector would only include a topology parameter T, which could
take on the three possible values discussed above. However, this is not sufficient to
calculate the probability of the data. Minimally, we also need branch lengths on the
tree; collect these in the vector u. Typically, there are also some substitution model
parameters to be considered but, for now, let us use the Jukes Cantor substitution
model (see below), which does not have any free parameters. Thus, in our case,
(I =

(r, v).

Bayes' theorem allows us to derive the posterior distribution as

(OIX)
.

=

(7.5)

f(O)f(XIO)
f(X)

The denominator is an integral over the parameter values, which evaluates to
a summation over discrete topologies and a multidimensional integration over
possible branch length values:

Fig. 7.1

A Bayesian phylogenetic analysis. We start the analysis by specifying our prior beliefs about

the tree. In the absence of background knowledge, we might associate the same probability
to each tree topology. We then collect data and use a stochastic evolutionary model and
Bayes' theorem to update the prior to a posterior probability distribution. If the data are
informative, most of the posterior probability will be focused on one tree (or a small subset
of trees in a large tree space).

f( X) =
=

f

(7.6)

f(e) f(XIB) dB

~

1.

flu)

feXlr,

u) dv

(7.7)
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Posterior probability distribution for our phylogenetic analysis. The x-axis is an imaginary
one-dimensional representation of the parameter space. It falls into three different regions
corresponding to the three different topologies. Within each region, a point along the axis
corresponds to a particular set of branch lengths on that topology. It is difficult to arrange
the space such that optimal branch length combinations for different topologies are close
to each other. Therefore, the posterior distribution is multimodal. The area under the curve
falling in each tree topology region is the posterior probability of that tree topology.

Even though our model is as simple as phylogenetic models come, it is impossible
to portray its parameter space accurately in one dimension. However, imagine for a
while that we could do just that. Then the parameter axis might have three distinct
regions corresponding to the three different tree topologies (Fig. 7.2). Within each
region, the different points on the axis would represent different branch length
values. The one-dimensional parameter axis allows us to obtain a picture of the
posterior probability function or surface. It would presumably have three distinct
peaks, each corresponding to an optimal combination of topology and branch
lengths.
To calculate the posterior probability of the topologies, we integrate out the
model parameters that are nol of interest, the branch lengths in our case. This
corresponds to determining the area under the curve in each of the three topology
regions. A Bayesian would say that we are marginalizing or deriving the marginal
probability distribution on topologies.
Why is it called marginalizing? Imagine that we represent the parameter space
in a two-dimensional table instead of along a single axis (Fig. 7.3). The columns in
this table might represent different topologies and the rows different branch length
values. Since the branch lengths are continuous parameters, there would actually

Fig. 7.3

A two-dimensional table representation of parameter space. The columns represent different tree topologies, the rows represent different branch length bins. Each cell in the
table represents the joint probability of a particular combination of branch lengths and
topology. If we summarize the probabilities along the margins of the table, we get the
marginal probabilities for the topologies (bottom row) and for the branch length bins
(last column).

be an infinite number of rows, but imagine that we sorted the possible branch
length values into discrete bins, so that we get a finite number of rows. For instance,
if we considered only short and long branches, one bin would have all branches
long, another would have the terminal branches long and the interior branch
short, etc.
Now, assume that we can derive the posterior probability that falls in each of
the cells in the table. These are joint probabilities because they represent the joint
probability of a particular topology and a particular set of branch lengths. If we
summarized all joint probabilities along one axis of the table, we would obtain the
marginal probabilities for the corresponding parameter. To obtain the marginal
probabilities for the topologies, for instance, we would summarize the entries in
each column. It is traditional to write the sums in the margin of the table, hence
the term marginal probability (Fig. 7.3).
It would also be possible to summarize the probabilities in each row of the table.
This would give us the marginal probabilities for the branch length combinations
(Fig. 7.3). Typically, this distribution is of no particular interest but the possibility
of calculating it illustrates an important property of Bayesian inference: there is no
sharp distinction between different types of model parameters. Once the posterior
probability distribution is obtained, we can derive any marginal distribution of
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---Markov chain Monte Carlo steps

interest. There is no need to decide on the parameters of interest before performing
the analysis.

1. Start at an arbitrary point (e)
2. Make a small random move (to e')

3. Calculate height ratio (r) of new state (to e') to old state (e)
(a) r> 1 : new state accepted
(b) r < 1: new state accepted with probability r
if new state rejected, stay in old state

.3 Markov chain Monte Carlo sampling
In mo,t cases, including virtually all phylogenetic problems, it is impossible to
derive the posterior probability distribution analytically. Even worse, we can't
even estimate it by drawing random samples from it. The reason is that most
of the posterior probability is likely to be concentrated in a small part of a vast
parameter space. Even with a massive sampling effort, it is highly unlikely that we
would obtain enough samples from the interesting region(s) of the posterior. This
argument is particularly easy to appreciate in the phylogenetic context because
of the large number of tree topologies that are possible even for small numbers
of taxa. Already at nine taxa, you are more likely to be hit by lightning (odds
3:100000) than to find the best tree by picking one randomly (odds 1:135,135).
At slightly more than 50 taxa, the number of topologies outnumber the number
of atoms in the known universe - and tllis is still considered a smaU phylogenetic
problem.
The solution is to estimate the posterior probability distribution using Markov
chain Monte Carlo sampling, or MCMC for short. Markov chains have the property that they converge towards an equilibrium state regardless of starting point.
We just need to set up a Markov chain that converges onto our posterior probability distribution, which turns out to be surprisingly easy. It can be achieved using
several different methods, the most fle}.:ible of which is known as the Metropolis
algorithm, originally described bya group offamous physicists involved in the Manhattan project (Metropolis et a/., 1953). Hastings (1970) later introduced a simple
but important extension, and the sampler is often referred to as the MetropolisHastings method.
The central idea is to make small random changes to some current parameter
values, and then accept or reject those changes according to the appropriate probabilities. We start the chain at an arbitrary point in the landscape (Fig. 7.4).ln the
next generation of the chain, we consider a new point e' drawn from a proposal
distribution fW' le). We then calculate the ratio of the posterior probabilities at
the two points. There are two possibilities. Either the new point is uplwl, in which
case we always accept it as the starting point for the next cycle in the chain, or it
is downhill, in which case we accept it with a probability that is proportional to
the height ratio. In reality, it is slightly more complicated because we need to take
asymmetries in the proposal distribution into account as well. Formally, we accept

e

4. Go to step 2

8'

a

Always accept

\)

Topology A
Fig. 7.4

Accept sometimes

Topology B

The Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) procedure is used to generate a valid sample
from the posterior. One first sets up a Markov chain that has the posterior as its stationary
distribution. The chain is then started at a random point and run until it converges onto thiS
distribution. In each step (generation) of the chain, a small change is made to the current
values of the model parameters (step 2). The ratio r of the posterior probability of the new
and current states is then calcu lated. If r > 1, we are moving uphill and the move is always
accepted (3a). If r < 1, we are moving downhill and accept the new state with probability
r (3b).

or reject the proposed value with the probability

r

f(e*IX) x f(ele*))
f(e*le)

(7.8)

= min ( 1, f(eIX)
. (
= mill

1,

f(e*)f(Xle*)/ j(X)
j(e) f(Xle)/ j(X)

1.

f(e*
f(())

. (

= rrun

x

f( xle*)
f(Xle)

x

x

f(ele*»)
f(e*le)

f(e le*))
f(e*le)

(7.9)

(7.10)

The three ratios in the last equation are referred to as the prior ratio, the likelihood
ratio, and the proposal ratio (or Hastings ratio), respectively. The first two ratios
correspond to the ratio of the numerators in Bayes' theorem; note that the complex
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intcgral in the denominator of Bayes' theorem, f( X), cancels out in the second
step because it is the same for both the current and the proposed states. Because of
this, r is easy to compute.
The Metropolis sampler works because the relative equilibrium frequencies of
the two states B and BY is determined by the ratio of the rates at which the chain
moves back and forth betwcen them. Equation (7.10) ensures that this ratio is the
same as the ratio of their posterior probabilities. This means that, if the Markov
chain is allowed to run for a sufficient number of generations, the amount oftime it
spends sampling a particular parameter value or parameter interval is proportional
to the posterior probability of that value or interval. For instance, if the posterior
probability of a topology is 0.68, then the chain should spend 68% of its time
sampling that topology at statiollarity. Similarly, if the posterior probability of
a branch length being in the interval (0 .02.0.04) is 0.11, then 11% of the chain
samples at stationarity should be in that interval.
For a large and parameter-rich model, a mixture of different Metropolis samplers
is typically used. Each sampler targets one parameter or a set of related parameters
(Box 7.2 ). One can either cycle through the samplers systematically or choose
among them randomly according to some proposal probabilities (MRBAYES does
the latter).

Box 7.2 Proposal mecha nisms

Four types of proposal mechanisms are commonly used to change continuous variable,.
The simplest is the slidillg willdowproposal. A continuous uniform distribution of width
U' is centered on the current value x, and the new value x ' is drawn fTOIll this distribution.
The "window" width w is a tuning parameter. A larger value of!l ' results in more radical
proposals and lower acceptance rates, while a smaller value leads to more modest changes
and higher acceptance rates.

w

x

I
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----Box 7.2 (cont.)

Both the sliding window and normal proposals can be problematic when the effect on
the likelihood varies over the parameter range, For instance, changing a branch length
from 0,01 to 0.03 is likely to have a dramatic effect on the posterior but changing it
frol11 0.51 to 0,53 will hardly be noticeable. In such situaLions, the IIIl1ltiplier proposal
is appropriate, It is equivalent to a sliding window with width A. on the log scale of the
parameter. A random number 11 is drawn from a uniform d,stnbut,on on the mterval
AU
(-0.5.0.5 ) and the proposed value is X = mx, where m = e • If the value of A takes
the form 21n II, one will pick multipliers", in the interval (I/o, a).
,
The beta and Dirichlet proposals arc used for simplex p"rameters. They pICk new
values from a beta or Dirichlet distribution centered on the currentvalues of the simplex.
Assume that the current values are (XI' X2 )' We then multiply them with a value a, which
is a tuning parameter. and pick new values from the distribution Bcta(ax,. aXl)' The
higher the value of a, the closer the proposed values will be to the current values.

10.--------------------,

i\

Beta(70,30)
(et= 100) ,

I\

B€ta(7,3)
(et=10) ,

o

L
o

....-.

I

__~-==:::::'-~-.,,;-';-;~--~
x - (0.7,0.3)

More complex moves are needed to change topology. A common type uses stochas.tic
branch rearrangements (see Chapter 8). For instance, the extending subtree prrmlllg
alld regraftillg (extending SPR) move chooses a subtree at random and then moves
its attachment point, one branch at a time, until a random number u ~~awn from ~
uniform on (0, t) becomes higher than a specified extension probability p, I he extenslO
prob"bility p is a tuning parameter; the higher the value, the more drastic rearrangements
will be proposed.

The Ilormol proposal is similar to the sliding window except that it uses a normal
distribution centered on the current value x. The variance (f ' of the normal distribution
determines how drastic the new proposals are and how often they will be accepted.

1'. 1". "-
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The likelihood values typically increase very rapidly during the initial phase of the run
because the starting point is far away from the regions in parameter space with high
posterior probability. This initial phase of the Markov chain is known as the burn in. The
burn-in samples are typically discarded because they are so heavily influenced by the starting
point. As the chain converges onto the target distribution, the likelihood values tend to reach
a plateau. This phase of the chain is sampled with some thinning, primarily to save disk
space.
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.4 Burn-in, mixing and convergence
If the chain is started from a random tree and arbitrarily chosen branch lengths,
chances are that the initial likelihood is low. As the chain moves towards the regions
in the posterior with high probability mass, the likelihood typically increases very
rapidly; in fact, it almost always changes so rapidly that it is necessary to measure
it on a log scale (Fig. 7.5). This early phase of the run is known as the burn-in, and
the burn-in samples are often discarded because they are so heavily influenced by
the starting point.
As the chain approaches its stationary distribution, the likelihood values tend to
reach a plateau. This is the first sign that the chain may have converged onto the
target distribution. Therefore, the plot of the likelihood values against the generation of the cbain, known as the trace plot (Fig. 7.5), is important in monitoring
the performance of an MCMC run. However, it is extremely important to confirm
convergence using other diagnostic tools because it is not sufficient for the chain to
reach the region of high probability in the posterior, it must also cover this region
adequately. The speed with which the chain covers the interesting regions of tbe
posterior is known as its mixing behavior. The better the mixing, the faster the
chain will generate an adequate sample of the posterior.

Generation

Fig. 7.6

The time it takes for a Markov chain to obtain an adequate sample of the posterior depends
critically on its mixing behavior, which can be controlled to some extent by the proposal
tuning parameters. If the proposed values are very close to the current ones, all proposed
changes are accepted but it takes a long time for the chain to cover the posterior; mixing is
poor. If the proposed values tend to be drarnatically different from the current ones, most
proposals are rejected and the chain will remain on the same value for a long time, again
leading to poor mixing. The best mixing is obtained at intermediate values of the tuning
parameters, associated with moderate acceptance rates.
The mixing behavior of a Metropolis sampler can be adjusted using its tuning
parameter(s). Assume, for instance, that we are sampling from a normal distribution using a sliding window proposal (Fig. 7.6). The sliding window proposal has
one tuning parameter, the width of the window. If the width is too small, then the
proposed value will be very similar to the current one (Fig. 7.6a). The posterior
probabilities will also be very similar, so the proposal will tend to be accepted. But
each proposal will only move the chain a tiny distance in parameter space, so it will
take the chain a long time to cover the entire region of interest; mixing is poor.
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A window tbat i5 too wide also results in poor mixing. Under these conditions,
the proposed state is almost always very different from the current state. If we
have reached a region of high posterior probability density, then the proposed
state is also likely to have much lower probability than the current state. The new
state will therefore often be rejected, and the chain remains in the same spot for
a long time (Fig. 7.6b), resulting in poor mixing. The most efficient sampling of
the target distribution is obtained at intermediate acceptance rates, associated with
intermediate values of the tuning parameter (Fig. 7.6c).
Extreme acceptance rates thus indicate that sampling efficiency can be improved
by adjusting proposal tuning parameters. Studies of several types of complex but
unimodal posterior distributions indicate that the optimal acceptance rate is 0.44
for one-dimensional and 0.23 for multi-dimensional proposals (Roberts etai., 1997;
Roberts & Rosenthal, 1998, 2001). However, multimodal posteriors are likely to
have even lower optimal acceptance rates. Adjusting the tuning parameter values to
reach a target acceptance rate can be done manually or automatically using adaptive
tuning methods (Roberts & Rosenthal, 2006). Bear in mind, however, that some
samplers used in Bayesian MCMC phylogenetics have acceptance rates that will
remain low, no matter how much you tweak the tuning parameters. In particular,
this is true for many tree topology update mechanisms.
Convergence diagnostics help determine the quality of a sample from the posterior. There are essentially three different types of diagnostics that are currently in
use: (1) examining autocorrelation times, effective sample sizes, and other measures of the behavior of single chains; (2) comparing samples from successive time
segments of a single chain; and (3) comparing samples from different runs. The
last approach is arguably the most powerful way of detecting convergence problems. The drawback is that it wastes computational power by generating several
independent sets of burn-in samples that must be discarded.
In Bayesian MCMC sampling of phylogenetic problems, the tree topology is
typically the most difficult parameter to sample from. Therefore, it makes sense
to focus our attention on this parameter when monitoring convergence. If we
start several parallel MCMC runs from different, randomly chosen trees, they
will initially sample from very different regions of tree space. As they approach
stationarity, however, the tree samples will become more and more similar. Thus,
an intuitively appealing convergence diagnostic is to compare the variance among
and within tree samples from different runs.
Perhaps the most obvious way of achieving this is to compare the frequencies
of the sampled trees. However, this is not practical unless most of the posterior
probability falls on a small number of trees. In large phylogenetic problems, there
is often an inordinate number of trees with similar probabilities and it may be
extremely difficult to estimate the probability of each accurately.
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The approach that we and others have taken to solve this problem is to focus
on split (clade) freqllellcies instead. A split is a partition of the tips of the tree into
two non-overlapping sets; each branch in a tree corresponds to exactly one such
split. For instance, the split ((human, chimp),(gorilla, orangutan)) corresponds to
the branch uniting the human and the chimp in a tree rooted on the orangutan.
Typically, a fair number of splits are present in high frequency among the sampled
trees. In a way, the dominant splits (present in, say, more than 10% of the trees)
represent an efficient diagnostic summary of the tree sample as a whole. If two tree
samples are similar, the split frequencies should be similar as well. To arrive at an
overall measure of the similarity of two or more tree samples, we simply calculate
the average standard deviation of the split frequencies. As the tree samples become
more similar, this value should approach zero.
Most other parameters in phylogenetic models are continuous scalar parameters.
An appropriate convergence diagnostic for these is the Potential Scale Reduction
Factor (PSRF) originally proposed by Gelman and Rubin (1992). The PSRF compares the variance among runs with the variance Witllin runs. If chains are started
from over-dispersed starting points, the variance among runs will initially be higher
than the variance witllin runs. As the chains converge, however, the variances will
become more similar and the PSRF will approach 1.0.

7.5 Metropolis coupling
For some phylogenetic problems, it may be difficult or impossible to achieve convergence within a reasonable number of generations using the standard approach.
Often, this seems to be due to the existence of isolated peaks in tree space (also
known as tree islands) with deep valleys in-between. In these situations, individual
chains may get stuck on different peaks and have difficulties moving to other peaks
of sinUlar probability mass. As a consequence, tree samples from independent
runs tend to be different. A topology convergence diagnostic, such as the standard
deviation of split frequencies, will indicate that there is a problem. But are tllere
methods that can help us circumvent it?
A general technique tllat can improve mixing, and hence convergence, in
these cases is Metropolis Coupling, also known as MCMCMC or (MC)J (Geyer,
1991). The idea is to introduce a series of Markov chains that sample from a
heated posterior probability distribution (Fig. 7.7). The heating is achieved by raising the posterior probability to a power smaller than 1. The effeCt is to flatten out
the posterior probability surface, very much like melting a landscape of wax.
Because the surface is flattened, a Markov chain will move more readily between
the peaks. Of course, the heated chains have a target distribution that is different
from the one we are interested in, sampled by the cold chain, but we can use them
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the heating does not accelerate mixing in the cold chain. On the other hand, if we
do not heat enough, then the chains will be very similar, and the heated chain will
not mix more rapicUy than the cold chain. As with the proposal tuning parameters,
an intermediate value of the heating parameter A works best.

Successful swap

7.6 Summarizing the results
Unsuccessful swap

Metropolis Coupling uses one or more heated chains to accelerate mixing in the so-called
cold chain sampling from the posterior distribution. The heated chains are flattene d out
versions of the posterior. obtained by raising the posterior probabi lity to a power smaller
than one. The heated chains can move more readily between peaks in the landscape
because the valleys between peaks are shallower. At regular intervals. one attempts to
swap the states between chains. If a swap is accepted, the cold chain can jump between
isolated peaks in the posterior in a single step, accelerating its mixing over complex posterior
distributions.

to generate proposals for the cold chain. With regular intervals, we attempt to swap
the states between two randomly picked chains. If the cold chain is one of them, and
the swap is accepted, the cold chain can jump considerable distances in parameter
space in a single step. In the ideal case, the swap takes the cold chain from one tree
island to another. At the end of the run, we simply discard all of the samples from
the heated chains and keep only the samples from the cold chain.
In practice, an incremental heating scheme is often used where chain i has its
posterior probability raised by the temperature factor

T=_l_
1 + Ai

(7.1l)

where i E {O, 1, ... , k} for k heated chains, with i = 0 for the cold chain, and;"
is the temperature factor. The higher the value of A, the larger the temperature
difference between adjacent chains in the incrementally heated sequence.
If we apply too much heat, then the chains moving in the heated landscapes will
walk all over the place and are less likely to be on an interesting peak when we try
to swap states with the cold chain. Most of the swaps will therefore be rejected and

The stationary phase of the chain is typically sampled with some thinning, for
instance every 50th or I OOth generation. This is done primarily to save disk space,
since an MCMC run can easily generate millions of samples. Once an adequate
sample is obtained, it is usually trivial to compute an estimate of the marginal
posterior distribution for the parameter(s) of interest. For instance, this can take
the form of a frequency histogram of the sampled values. When it is difficult to
visualize this distribution or when space does not permit it, various summary
statistics are used instead.
Most phylogenetic model parameters are continuous variables and their estimated posterior distribution is summarized using statistics such as the mean, the
median, and the variance. Bayesian statisticians typically also give the 95% credibility itlterva l, which is obtained by simply removing the lowest 2.5% and the
highest 2.5% of the sampled values. The credibility interval is somewhat similar to
a confidence interval but the interpretation is different. A 95% credibility interval
actually contains the true value with probability 0.95 (given the model, prior, and
data) unlike the confidence interval, which has a more complex interpretation.
The posterior distribution on topologies and branch lengths is more difficult to
summarize efficiently. If there are few topologies with high posterior probability,
one can produce a list of the best topologies and their probabilities, or simply give
the topology with the maximum posterior probability. However, most posteriors
contain too many topologies with reasonably high probabilities, and one is forced
to use other methods.
One way to illustrate tl1e topological variance in the posterior is to list the
topologies in order of decreasing probabilities and then calculate the cumulative
probabilities so that we can give the estimated number of topologies in various
credible sets. Assume, for instance, that the five best topologies have the estimated probabilities (0.35, 0.25, 0.20, 0.15. 0.03), giving the cumulative probabilities (0.35. 0.60. 0.80, 0.95. 0.98). Then the 50% credible set has two topologies in
it, the 90% and the 95% credible sets both have four trees in them, etc. We simply
pass down the list and count the number of topologies we need to include before
the target probability is met or superseded. When these credible sets are large,
however, it is difficult to estin1ate their sizes precisely.
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The most conunon approach to summarizing topology posteriors is to give the
frequencies of the most common splits, since Lhere are much fewer splits than
topologies. Furthermore, all splits occurring in at least 50% of the sampled trees
are guaranteed to be compatible and can be visualized in the same tree, a majority rule consensus tree. However, although the split frequencies are convenient,
they do have limitations. For instance, assume that the splits «A,B),(C,D,E)) and
«A,B,C),(D,E)) were both encountered in 70% of the sampled trees. This could
mean that 30% of the sampled trees contained neither split or, at the other extreme,
that all sampled trees contained at least one of them. The split frequencies themselves only allow us to approximately reconstruct the underlying set of topologies.
The sampled branch lengths are even more difficult to summarize adequately.
Perhaps the best way would be to display the distribution of sampled branch
length values separately for each topology. However, if there are many sampled
topologies, there may not be enough branch length samples for each. A reasonable
approach, taken by MRBAYEs, is then to pool the branch length sanlples that
correspond to the same split. These pooled branch lengths can also be displayed on
the consensus tree. However, one should bear in mind that the pooled distribut ions
may be multimodal since the sampled values in most cases come from different
topologies, and a simple summary statistic like the mean might be misleading.
A special difficulty appears with branch lengths in clock trees. Clock trees are
rooted trees in which branch lengths are proportional to time units (see Chapter Ill.
Even if computed from a sanlple of clock trees, a majority rule consensus tree with
mean pooled branch lengths is not necessarily itself a clock tree. This problem is
easily circumvented by instead using mean pooled node depths instead of branch
lengths (for Bayesian inference of clock trees, see also Chapter IS).

introduction to phylogenetic models
A phylogenetic model can be divided into two distinct parts: a tree model and a substitution model. The tree model we have discussed so far is the one most common ly
used in phylogenetic inference today (sometimes referred to as the different-rates
or un rooted model, see Chapter 11). Branch lengths are measured in amounts
of expected evolutionary change per site, and we do not assume any correlation
between branch lengths and time units. Under Lime-reversible substitution models,
the likelihood is unaffected by the position of the root, that is, the tree is uI1footed.
For presentation purposes, unrooted trees are typically rooted between a specially
designated reference sequence or group of reference sequences, the Olltgroup, and
the rest of the sequences.
Alternatives to the standard tree model include the strict and relaxed clock
tree models. Both of these are based on trees, whose branch lengths are strictly
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proportional to time. In strict clock models, the evolutionary rate is assumed to
be constant so that the amount of evolutionary change on a branch is directly
proportional to its time duration, whereas relaxed clock models include a model
component that accommodates some variation in the rate of evolution across the
tree. Various prior probability models can be attached to clock trees. Common
examples include the uniform model, the birth-death process, and tile coalescent
process (for the latter two, see Chapter IS).
The substitution process is typicaUy modeled using Markov chains of the same
type used in MCMC sampling. For instance, they have the same tendency towards
an equilibrium state. The different substitution models are most easily described in
terms of their instantaneous rate matrices, or Q matrices. For instance, the general
time-reversible model (GTR) is described by the rate matrix

Q=

ln,~"

lfArAG

7[ArAT

7[CfAC
7[crCG
7[c fer

7[GfAG
7[GrCG

n,,,,

7[TrCT
7[TrGT

j

7[GrGT

Each row in this matrix gives the instantaneous rate of going from a particular
state, and each column represents the rate of going to a particular state; the states
are listed in alphabetical sequence A, C, G, T. For instance, the second entry in the
first row represents the rate of going from A to C. Each rate is composed of two
factors; for instance, the rate of going from A to C is a product of 7[c and rAC' The
rates along the diagonal are commonly omitted since their expressions are slightly
more complicated. However, they are easily calculated since the rates in each row
always sum to zero. For instance, the instantaneous rate of going from A to A (first
entry in the first row) is -7[crIlC - 7[GrIlG - 7[TrAT .
It turns out that, if we run this particular Markov chain for a long time, it
will move towards an equilibrium, where the frequency of a state i is determined
exactly by the factor 7[i given that L 7[i = 1. Thus, the first rate factor corresponds
to the stationary state frequency of the receiving state. The second factor, rij, is a
parameter that determines the intensity of the exchange between pairs of states,
controlling for the stationary state frequencies. For instance, at equilibrium we
will have 7[\ sites in state A and 7[c sites in state C. The total instantaneous rate
of going from A to C over the sequence is then 7[A times the instantaneous rate
of the transition from A to C, which is 7[CTAC, resulting in a total rate of A to C
changes over the sequence of 7[j\7[Cf.~C- This is the same as the total rate of the
reverse changes over the sequence, which is 7[c7[j\r.\(:. Thus, there is no net change
of the state proportions, which is the definition of an equilibrium, and the factor
rAe determines how intense the exchange between A and C is compared with the
exchange between other pairs of states.
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Many of the commonly used substitution models are special cases or extensions
of the GTR model. For instance, the Jukes Cantor model has all rates equal, and
the Felsenstein 81 (F81) model has aU exchangeability parameters (t ,}) equal.
The covarioll and covariotide models have an independent on-off switch for each
site, leading to a composite instantaneous rate matrix including four smaller rate
matrices: two matrices describing the switching process, one being a zero-rate
matrix, and the last describing the normal substitution process in the on state.
In addition to modeling the substitution process at each site, phylogenetic models
typically also accommodate rate variation across sites. The standard approach is
to assume that rates vary according to a gamma distribution (Box 7.1) with mean
J. This results in a distribution with a single parameter, typicaUy designated 0',
describing the shape of the rate variation (see Fig. 4.8 in Chapter 4). Small values
of 0' correspond to large amounts of rate variation; as 0' approaches infinity, the
model approaches rate constancy across sites. It is computationally expensive to let
the MCMC chain integrate over a continuous gamma distribution of site rates, or
to numerically integrate out the gamma distribution in each step of the chain. The
standard solution is to integrate out the gamma using a discrete approximation
with a small number of rate categories, typically four to eight, which is a reasonable
compromise. An alternative is to use MCMC sampling over discrete rate categories.
Many other models of rate variation are also possible. A commonly considered
model assumes that there is a proportion of invariable sites, which do not change
at all over the course of evolution. This is often combined with an assumption of
gamma-distributed rate variation in the variable sites.
[t is beyond the scope of tllis chapter to give a more detailed discussion of
phylogenetic models but we present an overview of the models implemented in
MRBA YES 3.2, with the command options needed to invoke them (Fig. 7.8). The
MRBAYES manual provides more details and references to the different models. A simulation-based presentation of Markov substitution models is given in
(Huelsenbeck & Ronquist, 2005) and further details can be found i.n Chapter 4 and
Chapter [0.

Models supported by Mr8ayes
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Data type
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Across-site

(substitution rates)

rate variation

prset symdirihyperpr

Model type

So far, our notation has implicitly assumed that Bayes' theorem is conditioned on
a particular model. To make it explicit, we could write Bayes' theorem:
(7.12)

It i.s now clear that the normalizing constant, I( XI M), is the probability of
the data given the chosen model after we have integrated out aU parameters. This
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Fig. 7.8

Schematic overview of the models implemented in MRBAYES 3. Each box gives the available
settings in normal font and then the program commands and command options needed to
invoke those settings in italics.

quantity, known as the mode/likelihood, is used for Bayesian model comparison.
Assume we are choosing between two models, Mo and M I , and that we assign them
the prior probabilities f( Mo) and f(M I ). We could then calculate the ratio of their
posterior probabilities (the posterior odds) as

f(MoIX)
[(MdX)

;ayesian model choice and model averaging

[C8IX M) = f(EiIM)f(XIEi. M)
.
[(XIM)
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=

f(Mo)[(XIMo)
f(MIlf(XjM I )

(7.13)

Thus, the posterior odds is obtained as the prior odds, f(Mo)! [(Mil, times a
factor known as tlle Bayes factor, Eo! = [(XIMn)!f(XIM1 ), which IS the ratio
of the model likelihoods. Rather than trying to specify the prior model odds, it is
common to focus entirely on the Bayes factor. One way to understand the Bayes
factor is that it determines how much the prior model odds al·e changed by the
data when calculating the posterior odds. The Bayes factor is also the same as
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Models supported by MrBayes 3 (simplified)
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o to 2
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Unconstrained!
calibrated

calibrate
prset nodeagepr
prser treeagepr

(cont.)

the posterior odds when the prior odds are 1, that is, when we assign equal prior
probabilities to the compared models.
Bayes factor comparisons are truly flexible. Unlike likelihood ratio tests, there
is no requirement for the models to be nested. Furthermore, there is no need to
correct for the number of parameters in the model, in contrast to comparisons
based on the Akaike Information Criterion (Akaike, 1974) or the confusingly
named Bayesian Information Criterion (Schwarz, 1978). Although it is true that
a more parameter-rich model always has a higher maximum likelihood than a
nested submodel, its model likelihood need not be higher. The reason is that a
more parameter-rich model also has a larger parameter space and therefore a lower
prior probability density. This can lead to a lower model likelihood unless it is
compensated for by a sufficiently large increase in the likelihood values in the peak
region.
The interpretation of a Bayes factor comparison is up to the investigator but
some guidelines were suggested by Kass and Raftery (1995) (Table 7.2).

The easiest way of estimating the model likelihoods needed in the calculation of
Bayes factors is to use the harmonic mean of the likelihood values from the stationary
phase of an MCMC run (Newton & Raftery, 1994). Unfortunately, this estimator is
unstable because it is occasionally influenced by samples with very small likelihood
and therefore a large effect on the final resull. A stable estimator can be obtained
by mixing in a small proportion of samples from the prior (Newton & Raftery,
1994). Even better accuracy, at the expense of computational complexity, can
be obtained by using thermodynamic integration methods (LartiI.lot & Philippe,
2006). Because of the instability of the harmonic mean estimator, it is good practice
to compare several independent rW1S and only rely on this estimator when the runs
give consistent results.
An alternative to running a full analysis on each model and then choosing
among them using the estimated model likelihoods and Bayes' factors is to let a
single Bayesian analysis explore the models in a predefined model space (using
reversible-jump MCMC). In this case, all parameter estimates will be based on an
average across models, each model weighted according to its posterior probability.
For instance, MRBA YES 3 uses this approach to explore a range of common fixedrate matrices for amino acid data (see practice in Chapter 9 for an exercise).
Different topologies can also be considered different models and, in that sense,
all Markov chains that integrate over the topology parameter also average across
models. Thus, we can use the posterior sample of topologies from a single run to
compare posterior probabilities of topology hypotheses.
For instance, assunle that we wa.nt to test the hypothesis that group A is monophyletic against the hypothesis that it is not, and that 80% of the sampled trees
have A monophyletic. Then the poster.ior model odds for A being monophyletic
would be 0.8010.20 = 4.0. To obtain the Bayes factor, one would have to multiply
this with the inverse of the prior model odds (see 7.13). If the prior 'assigned equal
prior probability to all possible topologies, then the prior model odds would be
detennined by the number of trees consistent with each of the two hypotheses, a
ratio that is easy to calculate. If one class of trees is empty, a conservative estimate
of the Bayes factor would be obtained by adding one tree of til is class to the sample.
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7.9 Prior probability distributions
We will end with a few cautionary notes about priors. Beginners often worry
excessively about the influence of the priors on their results and the subjectivity
that this introduces into the inference procedure. [n most cases however, the exact
form of the priors (within rather generous bounds) has negligible influence on the
posterior distribution. If this is a concern, it can always be confirmed by varying
the prior assumptions.
The default priors used in MRBA YES are designed to be vague or uninformative
probability distributions on the model parameters. When the data contain little
information about some parameters, one would therefore expect the corresponding posterior probability distributions to be diffuse. As long as we can sample
adequately from these distributions, which can be a problem if there are many of
them (Nylander et al., 2004), the results for other parameters should not suffer. We
also know from simulations that the Bayesian approach does well even when the
model is moderately overparameterized (Huelsenbeck & Rannala, 2004). Thus, the
Bayesian approach typically handles weak data quite well.
However, the parameter space of phylogenetic models is vast and occasionally
there are large regions with inferior but not extremely low likelihoods that attract the
chain when the data are weak. The characteristic symptom is that the sanlple from
the posterior is concentrated on parameter values that the investigator considers
unlikely or unreasonable, for instance in comparison with the maximum likelihood
estimates. We have seen a few examples involving models of rate variation applied
to very small numbers of variable sites. In these cases, one can either choose to
analyze the data under a simpler model (probably the best option in mo,t cases)
or include background information into the priors to emphasize the likely regions
of parameter space.

